
Coming Events 

ERA TECHNOLOGY TO RUN SEMINAR ON 

DEVELOPMENTS 1N SMALL CAPACITORS 

London, sept. 18, 1980 

The next ERA Technical Seminar, to be held at the Royal Garden Hotel, London 
on 18 September 1980, will look closely at four main areas of development in 
capacitor technology. This one-day seminar will be divided into sessions covering 
metallised film, multilayer ceramic, electrolytic and energy storage types of capac- 
itor. 

The proceedings will follow the same format as the previous highly successful 
ERA Technical Seminars. The full Volume of Papers will be sent to delegates well 
in advance of the event and authors will only present highlights of their contribu- 
tions, thus allowing the maximum time for discussion. 

As usual there will be a specialised exhibition, of related products and services 
for the capacitor industry. The scminar and exhibition will be held in the self- 
contained Palace Suite at the Royal Garden Hotel, thus ensuring that delegates 
have the maximum opportunity to view the exhibits between the seminar sessions 
and during the luncheon period. The exhibition will also be open to the general 
public and will remain open for approximately one a half hours after the close of 
the seminar. 

Over 150 delegates are expected to attend and the seminar will appeal to both 
manufacturer and user interests. The delegate's fee of s (s for non-members 
of ERA) includes luncheon and refreshments on the day and provision of the 
Volume of Papers. The charge of s (s for non-members), per exhibition 
stand space also includes free registration of one delegate. 

Registration forms, exhibitors' order forms, and further information are avail- 
able from: - 

Mrs MURIEL HUNNS or MICHAEL WEBB 
Seminar Organisers 
ERA Technology Ltd 
Cleeve Road 
Leatherhead 
Surrey KT22 7SA 

or telephone Leatherhead (03723) 74151 Ext 290/291 
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562 COMING EVENTS 

EUROANALYSIS-IV 

European Conference on Analytical Chemistry 
Helsinki]Espoo, Finland August 23 - 28, 1981 

Euroanalysis IV will be held in the town of Espoo, approximately 9 km from the 
centre of Helsinki, from Sunday August 23 to Friday August 28, 1981. 

Topics of the Conference. 

Euroanalysis IV will aim, as the earlier conferences, at the broadest possible 
coverage of analytical chemistry. The programme is being planned to appeal both 
to practising analytical chemists at industrial and control laboratories and to those 
teaching and doing research on analytical techniques at universities and research 
institutes. 

Scientific programme 

The programme will consist of invited plenary and keynote lectures, contributed 
papers and Special Sessions. In order to ensure the high quality of the programme 
all contributed papers will be refereed by an international panel. 

Contributed papers 

All those intending to participate in the Conference are welcome to submit papers 
to be included in the scientific programme. The Scientific Committee will consider 
papers according to their relevance to the Conference programme and their scien- 
tific contents. The list of possible topics includes thermal analysis, too. 

Address for correspondence 

Euroanalysis-IV. 
Association of Finnish Chemical Societies 

Mr. VEIKKO VELAMO, Executive Director 
Pohj. Hesperiankatu 3 B 10 
SF-00260 Helsinki 26, Finland. 
Telephone: + 358-0-408022 (or Helsinki 408022) 
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